Climate Justice begins with Indigenous Sovereignty
INTRODUCTION

In response to the continued attempts by corporations and governments to erase the significance of their culture, history, and land, the Carrizo Comecrudo Tribe of Texas held a tribunal on human rights on May 22nd and 23rd, 2020 to document past and present harms against their people, the Esto’k Gna. The Esto’k Gna are an autochthonous people of Southeastern Texas and Northeastern Mexico. Their traditional ways of life moving across both sides of the imposed US-Mexico border have been disrupted and interrupted by settler colonialism and attempted erasure by the Texas and US Governments. Further, the Esto’k Gna are not formally recognized by the Texas nor US Governments, and have been denied access to their lands and culture.

Three massive Liquified Natural Gas (LNG) export terminals have been proposed at the Port of Brownsville on the Texas Gulf Coast, in and around an area of land called Garcia Pasture, which includes many ancient villages sites and is sacred to the Tribe. The construction of these fracked gas terminals and pipelines would disrupt and destroy these sacred grounds and would further endanger the environmental health and safety of the local community.

The tribe faces an additional threat to their sacred lands: Trump’s US-Mexico border wall. The planned border route will either run directly through Eli Jackson cemetery, a modern and traditional burial site for the Esto’k Gna and other members of the local community, or place the cemetery south of the wall, making it virtually inaccessible to the Esto’k Gna. In response, the Esto’k Gna have begun occupying the land in the Eli Jackson cemetery in a traditional Yaluí camp and have joined a lawsuit led by Earthjustice against the Trump administration.

The testimony of Esto’k Gna people, allies from fellow Native nations, and other non-Native allies during the tribunal showed significant patterns of human rights violations. The LNG terminals, as proposed, would violate Indigenous rights, rights to health through environmental racism, and even the most basic rights enumerated in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
The Carrizo Comecrudo Tribunal on Human Rights began in the Esto’k Gna language, with an acknowledgement of the inherent rights of the Esto’k Gna people and their non-human relatives. Inherent rights are “what we know in our hearts to be true,” as stated by Amy R. Juan, a daughter of the Tohono O’odham people. Tribal leaders of the Esto’k Gna articulated positive rights of self determination and to live in safety on their ancestral land of Somi S’ek – Southeast Texas and adjacent land in Northern Mexico. They have the right to live free of pollution and practice their livelihoods free of the extractive economy destroying the sacred balance between living and nonliving things. They recognize that flowing from these rights to survival are the rights of nature, as well as their own rights to advocate for their people’s survival and the survival of other Native and autochthonous nations as well as for future generations.

In observing and respecting these rights, a shift in governance is required, as articulated by Ponca Tribal Elder Casey Camp-Horinek. Governments must intervene to prevent those activities of private actors and corporations which violate the rights of the Esto’k Gna. All people living in the United States benefit when the sovereign rights of Native people are respected and upheld by governments. For example, the Ponca Nation of Oklahoma, in banning fracking on their land, were also protecting their non-Native neighbors. Similarly, the Esto’k Gna seek to fulfill their spiritual duty of asserting their rights in order to maintain their survival, maintain the natural balance of their land, and to protect their neighbors from extractive capitalist development.

Christa Mancias, tribal secretary, youth leader, and future tribal chair of the Esto’k Gna is grateful to have grown up with the knowledge, life teachings, and language of the Esto’k Gna and to be able to bring that knowledge to her relatives. She was raised in the last location of the migration, constantly fighting to call herself Indian when everyone else called her Mexican. She grew up in schools which never mentioned the Esto’k Gna except for their slaughter. However, she continues to exist with the lifeway of teachings and history. She plans to hold Texas accountable for knowing that the Esto’k Gna had always existed. The Esto’k Gna are documented as being on this land before the first contact, forced displacement, or Spanish people. They are of the land and part of its creation. They will continue to write their own history, hold extractive industries accountable for the destruction of mother earth. Christa asserts that we must redefine critical infrastructure as the air, water, and earth. We must get rid of TX bill 3557, the anti-protest bill, and let people know that the Carrizo Comecrudo Tribe exists and continues to exist.
**History of the Esto’k Gna People.** The Esto’k Gna are an autochthonous people, who live in the land of their ancestors. Esto’k Gna tribal member and historian, Dr. Christopher Basaldú grounded the tribunal in the oral history and cultural practices of his people. In the Esto’k Gna creation story, “At the time of the beginning, women were made of the mud of the Somi S’ek [the land where the Esto’k Gna were created to live] at the intersection of the Amahatau Metel’ (Rio Grande) and the Gulf, establishing the Esto’k Gna’s matrilineal structure.” Identity flowed from mothers, before men were later created. The people were taught the original principles of life by their non-human relatives, and from these connections with animals, the Esto’k Gna took the names of their clans. The Crane Clan learned the lessons of the crane and shared them with the people. The Turtle Clan learned the lessons of the turtle and shared them with the people. This is how the people learned how to live in respectful relationships with each other and their non-human relatives. These lessons are expressed in the songs of the Esto’k Gna, and through these songs, the Esto’k Gna communicate their commitment to living in respectful relationships. From these teachings flow duties to nonhuman relatives, not just animals, but also the river, earth, and sky. The Esto’k Gna have a special duty of keeping and maintaining the traditional medicine, known as Peyote. These duties require the protection of the land from poison and destruction.

Throughout their history, the Esto’k Gna lived in a fluid structure of bands that would come together and move from place to place based on signals from the stars and the land. The Esto’k Gna were known for their high quality arrows and participated in trade with other nations. The people lived in relationship with each other and as one of many species of Somi S’ek. Seasonal village sites and holy sites existed all along the Amahatau Metel’. Garcia Pasture is one of these village sites. It sits at the mouth of the river, where the fish live and in fertile soil where the people were first made. The culture and practices of the Esto’k Gna placed them within what Dr. Basaldú refers to as the “narrative of life.” The arrival of Spanish settlers and their extractive colonial economy began the “narrative of death.” The narrative of death, first in the forms of colonization and genocide, continues today in the form of natural resource extraction, petrochemical build-up, the imposition of borders and their militarization. These forms of violence all constitute the narrative of death.

**Characteristics of Garcia Pasture.** Garcia Pasture is an area of land at the center of the Liquified Natural Gas (LNG) terminals proposed for the Port of Brownsville. Garcia Pasture is located within the town of Port Isabel, TX and is legally owned by the Brownsville Port Authority, despite its cultural importance to the Esto’k Gna as an ancestral village, sacred site, and burial ground. The land has been fenced off and made inaccessible to the Esto’k Gna. The 625 acres of land that make up Garcia pasture are a critical part of the Rio Grande Valley, a large ecosystem that is a relatively intact trans-border habitat to several endangered species and critical to local livelihoods. The area is majority Latinx, and has some of the highest poverty rates in Texas.
Josette Hinojosa, a community organizer from the Rio Grande Valley, has been fighting Texas LNG for the past five years. She continues to have hope, as construction was supposed to start in 2017 and yet very little has happened thus far. South Texas was one of the last places to be colonized in the continental US. Now, the fossil fuel industry has essentially “discovered” the area. The majority of the people leasing the land are not people of color, but rather are people who have their roots in the colonization of the area. The ecosystem of the Rio Grande Valley is precious, and Ms. Hinojosa wants her kids and future generations to experience this ecosystem, to fish and walk on the land as she has. Clean air and clean water are critical for the survival of the people of the Rio Grande Valley, yet the fossil fuel industries will take up a large chunk of land and bring pollution because the fossil fuel industries forget nature, and forget the people. Ms. Hinojosa feels the fatigue of fighting the LNG terminal for five years and yet not being heard in the fight. She and co-organizers have tried various ways of getting attention from local leaders, to little effect. She does not want to bring the environmental racism and destruction of other parts of Texas to her home. This is her home, yet billionaires are stealing it for capitalism and greed. This is happening all across Turtle Island, and must receive attention.

Ecological Significance of Garcia Pasture. The brackish waters of the Rio Grande Valley are the stewpot for life in the Gulf of Mexico. The Rio Grande Valley has remained largely untouched by industrialization. According to Michael Robinson with the Center for Biological Diversity, it was one of the final places in the United States to have jaguars, the last of which was killed in 1948. According to Bekah Hinijosa, the LNG terminals would likely be the first foothold of the fossil fuel industry in this area and would invite in further fossil fuel development.

The Rio Grande Valley acts as an international wildlife corridor, critical for species migration across human-made borders. The Aplomodo Falcon and the Ocelot are endangered species that live in Garcia Pasture and the Rio Grande Valley. Garcia Pasture and the surrounding area are important nesting sites for the Aplomodo Falcon. Only 53 Ocelots remain in Texas, and fossil fuel development of the Garcia Pasture would delineate one of the few available habitats for them.
Other important animals include cougars (mountain lions), which need to remain connected to the Mexican population to maintain genetic diversity. Garcia pasture is also home to Texas tortises, sea turtles, and many rare native plants as well as more common plants, like the Yucca tree, which are important for Indigenous livelihoods and practices.

**Cultural and Archaeological Significance of Garcia Pasture.** In addition to its environmental significance and location at the physical center of the Esto’k Gna creation story and history, Garcia Pasture is also a physical archive of the history of the Esto’k Gna.
Archaeologist and environmental consultant Tim Dalbey studies the area of Cameron County, part of the Esto’k Gna territory and home to Garcia Pasture and presented on the archaeology of the area. Between 1915 and 9130, Andrew E. Anderson conducted a surface collection of Garcia Pasture. The collection included pottery and the surface study revealed a grave that was left on site. Because of Garcia Pasture’s importance to the Esto’k Gna and the partial excavation, Garcia Pasture was declared a site of National Importance by the National Parks service. The form declaring Garcia Pasture as a site of National Importance describes the site as “in excellent condition, unexposed, unaltered, prehistoric site in pasture on clay dune...one of the largest most productive Indian sites in Cameron County, extensive use of ‘oysters' noted, artifacts found at the site include arrow points, pottery and shell ornaments, one human burial reported by a local collector.”

Studies of similar Esto’k Gna sites have yielded significant archaeological finds and large grave sites. In precolonial times, the Esto’k Gna located their village and burial sites on dunes, ridgelines, or “lomo ochoas” along the Rio Grande, much like Garcia Pasture. The 41NU2 site near Corpus Christi, discovered during road expansion, was also on a lomo ocha similar to Garcia Pasture IN the 41NU2 site, archeologists found the graves of over 200 human individuals. Buried with them were ceramics which were from Indigenous peoples from the interior Mexico, indicating the Esto’k Gna’s participation in far reaching and complex trade networks. Other sites with similar ecological and geographic characteristics to Garcia pasture include: the Kirchwemer site 41NU11 (Oso Bay, Nueces county) that had >12,000 ceramics related to a ceramic production site and Zachory Taylor’s historic army encampment; the Buckeye Knoll (41VT98, Victoria county to the east) site excavated by Ricklis (2012) where 116 burials from 75 locations were recorded dating to 7,220 to 6,000 years ago. Other artifacts found in lomo ochoas the Rio Grande floodplain included shell and shell point arrows, and semiprecious stones from a rock complex further into the desert, again providing information on the migration and trade practices of the Esto’k Gna Peoples.

“YOU COULD NOT PICK A WORSE PLACE FOR AN LNG TERMINAL, AS GARCIA PASTURE IS IN THE MIDDLE OF 11 PROTECTED AREAS AND IN THE MIDDLE OF ONE OF THE LAST, PRISTINE CORRIDORS OF HABITAT CRITICAL FOR ENDANGERED SPECIES.” – TIM DALBEY, ARCHAEOLOGIST- DALLAS TEXAS.

Because lomo ochoas as well as the mouths of streams at the ocean edge there are often major archaeological sites that often contain burials, the previous discoveries on the surface of Garcia pasture, and the oral traditions of the Esto’k Gna that marking Garcia Pasture as a significant sacred site, it is almost certain that the area contains graves and cultural artifacts.
Brooke Rosel, tribal member explains that in school, she was taught that all of the tribes in Texas disappeared. She did not hear the name of the Carrizo Comecrudo until she found her family. The more devastation inflicted on the land, the greater detriment to their way of being. In Houston, she remembered the balls of tar on the beach, thinking it was normal on a coastline. Pollution targets people who do not have the ability to speak up, so this tribunal is speaking for the generations to come.
Texas LNG has proposed an export terminal that would cover 2,340 acres, including paving over hundreds of acres of wetlands, with 282 acres being permanently impacted. This proposal threatens priceless natural habitat that is home to over 150 protected species as designated by Texas Parks and Wildlife. According to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), Texas LNG plans to destroy 47% open land, 28% scrub shrub, 14% wetland, and 11% of the open water habitat that is essential to the survival of endangered and rare species in Cameron County. The purpose of the LNG terminal in Garcia Pasture is to create a port of export for fracked natural gas from Western Texas. Not one drop of LNG is destined for domestic use. The three terminals planned for the area are being pursued by the following three companies: Texas LNG, Annova LNG (owned by Exelon) and Rio Grande LNG. Enbridge has completed a pipeline through the area, and Rigo Bravo Pipelines (a subsidiary of Enbridge) plan to add additional, tributary pipelines.

Bekah Hinojosa, Gulf Coast Campaign Representative with the Sierra Club reported that Garcia Pasture and the proposed LNG terminals are at the frontlines of sea level rise and border militarization. Due to its proximity to the Mexican border, the entire area is surrounded by US Customs and Border Patrol checkpoints and experiences an intensified federal militarized presence. The LNG terminal companies benefit from this over militarization due to police and federal agent’s intimidation and criminalization of local people resisting the terminals. This project is intensifying and continuing the tradition of extractive colonization to the Rio Grande Valley.
**Impact on Regional Ecology and Culture.** The richness of the ecology of the Rio Grande Valley and Garcia Pasture is hard to overstate. It is also hard to overstate the devastating impacts that the LNG terminal would have on the Rio Grande Valley environment. One of the most important aspects of the Rio Grande valley is that it is part of a large, uninterrupted wildlife corridor that reaches down into Mexico. The proposed terminal would fragment the habitat, endangering the survival of important species like the ocelot, cougars, and even bears. The loss of apex predators like big cats bears has impacts throughout the ecosystem, including overpopulation of herbivores, placing important and rare plants at the threat of overgrazing. Environmental educator and organizer from the Rio Grande Valley, Patricia Rubio, pointed out the importance of interconnections in the local ecosystem, "Not only is the survival of the top of the food pyramid critical to the balance of the Rio Grande Valley, but the health of the base of the pyramid. The soil and the air can have cascading impacts throughout. Soil, water, and air are part of the delicate balance to make the ecosystem what it is."

The balance of soil, water, and air are critical to the health of plants and animals at the base of the pyramid, such as algae and water fleas, in them, the crayfish, water striders, and shrimp rely on their health, and birds such as herons and pelican rely on their health. The LNG terminal is not natural, and is not part of this environment. It will eventually leak and explode. It will introduce toxins into the air, water and soil. It will fragment habitat. It will take the ecosystem away from future generations.

The separation between the Esto’k Gna’s culture and their environment is a somewhat artificial one. As Tribal Member Patricia Rubio illustrated, nature is an integral part of the tribal insignia. The bear, turtle, Alpomodo Falcon, as well as Peyote as the natural medicine are all part of the local environment and the tribal insignia.

The Esto’k Gna view preservation of the ecosystem and its balance as part of their cultural duties, passed down through generations. Article 25 of UDRIP provides that “indigenous peoples have the right to their special and important spiritual relationship with their lands, waters and resources and to pass these rights to future generations.” The Carrizo Comecrudo are concerned that extractive industry development will negatively impact this relationship.
Anayanse Garza, member of the Esto’k Gna, spoke of her personal history with the narrative of death. As original people, the Esto’k Gna have lived on the land and broken through its border. Their mere existence defies the narrative of death. She has witnessed a struggle against injustice as an individual and an organized community, as well as discrimination and abuse as a consequence of extractive colonization and attempted erasure. She and her people have a history of working in contaminated fields, even as children. Medicine and healthcare are unavailable. Meanwhile their land has been used as a testing ground for contaminants such as agent orange. The territory of the Esto’k Gna still contains colonias, unincorporated communities without access to electricity, water, or drainage. Garza grew up in a colonia in the wetlands, so she knew what it meant to value clean water. They did not have running water in the house, and agricultural flooding of the colonias would bring agricultural chemicals into their home. The proposed LNG projects will continue to devastate the lands and communities of the Esto’k Gna, as well as their sacred medicine, their water, and their non-human relatives. “We need to raise public consciousness and advocate for jobs that are not part of the border military complex, practice the Esto’k Gna teachings and follow the prophecies. She will defend the land of her ancestors where her belly button was buried.”

Impact on archeological and cultural resources. Garcia Pasture, as a burial site and historical village site of the Esto’k Gna, contains priceless cultural significance and artifacts. Most of the documents on the Esto’k Gna were reports by colonizing agents, with insufficient information. Meanwhile, Garcia pasture serves as a record to better understand the practices of the Esto’k Gna outside of this colonizer lens. As archaeologist Russel K. Skowronek pointed out, with cultural and historical sites, you only get one chance to do things right. Once an artifact or site is destroyed, it cannot heal or come back. In the past, the area has been little studied, and cultural sites in the territory of the Esto’k Gna had been dug up by private landowners, resulting in an incredible loss of knowledge and culture. Archaeologists in the area now are conducting grassroots engagement with the community to map artifacts that have been identified or found, and to use that information to better understand the past.

As part of the permitting process, the LNG companies conducted an archeological study. However, despite Garcia Pasture’s archeological and cultural richness, the 2016 archeological studies conducted by Texas LNG somehow did not find any evidence of artifacts. These studies did not uncover artifacts because they were inadequate, and likely did not represent a sincere attempt on the part of Texas LNG to ensure the protection of the Esto’k Gna’s heritage.
An LNG terminal in that area would eliminate any hope to ever uncover the information left behind by Esto’k Gna ancestors, or for the Esto’k Gna to ever reconnect with the site for a whole generation. Cultural resources are not renewable, and the destruction of the graves and historical sites of the Esto’k Gna is a continuation of the attempted erasure of their history and culture since colonization.
Anticipated Health Impacts. The LNG terminals as planned would be the single largest source emitters of pollutants in the Rio Grande Valley of toxic emissions, including particulate matter, and greenhouse gases. This would cause a massive increase in emissions overall for the area, with significant impacts on the health of individuals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pollutant</th>
<th>LNG Air Emissions Estimate (Tons Per Year)*</th>
<th>Current Largest Source in the Rio Grande Valley region</th>
<th>Tons Per Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VOCs (Volatile Organic Compounds)</td>
<td>731.5</td>
<td>Valley Co-op Mill (cotton oil plant)</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO (Carbon Monoxide)</td>
<td>3,722.9</td>
<td>Magic Valley Generating Station (natural gas power plant)</td>
<td>538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOx (Nitrogen Oxides)</td>
<td>3,413.9</td>
<td>Frontera Energy Center (natural gas power plant)</td>
<td>317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM2.5 (Particulate Matter)</td>
<td>442.5</td>
<td>Frontera Energy Center (natural gas power plant)</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO2e (Greenhouse Gases)</td>
<td>9,172,310</td>
<td>Municipal landfill</td>
<td>112,810</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: REBEKAH HINOJOSA, SIERRA CLUB

Vanessa Bolin presented information from over 700 independent studies on the health impacts of extractive industries, 80% of which agree that the health determinants related to extractive industries are real, significant, and negatively impact human health. Bolin explained, "Eye, nose, throat, and lung health will suffer severely under the proposed LNG terminal projects. Pre-existing respiratory conditions will worsen, allergies will develop into asthma, and previously healthy people may begin noticing frequent nosebleeds, chest pains, shortness of breath, perpetual sore throat, and burning in lungs. These respiratory problems could then spread to the heart and cardiovascular systems as the heart and lungs operate as one unit."

The health impacts of the proposed LNG terminals would be similar to that found in Louisiana’s cancer alley as well as Black and Brown communities in Houston. Nervous system issues such as increases in headaches, migraines, and exacerbation of existing cases of multiple sclerosis would occur. Cancer always increases in the presence of fracking and the natural gas that comes from it. Brain cancers that are otherwise rare will become more common. Leukemia will become more frequent. Skin cancers and other skin issues, such as irritation and chemical burns, will also accompany the development of an LNG terminal. The surrounding community can expect a drop in birth weights.
The increased noise during the construction and operation of the proposed LNG projects results in sleep deprivation of the local people, which will have a cascading effect on mental and physical health. Further, the LNG terminals present a threat to public safety. Explosions and blowouts are present threat with LNG terminals. Such risks are not limited to the area immediately surrounding the proposed terminals. Flammable vapor clouds can drift for miles and cause explosions far from such developments. Worker injuries and deaths also are anticipated. The construction of LNG terminals also brings fears of state-sponsored violence in response to peaceful community resistance. The disproportionate health and safety impacts of the proposed LNG terminals on the local Indigenous and Latinx populations are a clear example of environmental racism.

Christopher Huron lives in Houston which is headquarters of the fossil fuel industry, an industrial corridor, and a vision of what may happen in the Rio Grande Valley if the proposed LNG terminals are built in Garcia Pasture. He was born in Pasadena, Texas, near Houston. The town, nicknamed “Stinkadena” borders the Houston Shipping Channel, and is infamous for its fiery flares. It is the epitome of a frontline community, bearing a ceaseless toxic assault, and also one of the most biodiverse in the region. Walking through the area on the TEJAS toxic tour with someone from an Alaskan nation, he was shocked at how the air quality of his home quickly gave the visitor a powerful headache and nausea. This however, is the day to day reality of Texans immersed in the fossil fuel and industrial build up around Houston. Huron remembered swimming at Galveston beach, emerging with tar on his skin and trunks, and holding his nose while diving by the mountains of sulphur. He wants to keep the Lower Rio Grande Valley, as a child, assuming this was normal. As an adult, he was diagnosed with a grade 3 malignant cancer. While he cannot prove that the environmental racism was the cause, he believes in his heart that it was a serious factor. He now wishes to keep the Lower Rio Grande valley from experiencing this fate. We need to fight the near total extralegal immunity of the industry by demilitarizing the border and reasserting the rights of indigenous peoples of Turtle Island.
Gender and Petrochemical Build Out. Man camps will accompany the building of the proposed LNG terminals in Esto’k Gna land, placing its women at risk. Man Camps, temporary encampments of majority male construction, fossil fuel, and security personnel, will also accompany the construction of the LNG terminals, bringing with them gender-based crime. Casey Camp-Hornek is a leader of the Ponca tribe of Oklahoma, and an advocate for environmental justice and for missing Indigenous women. Man Camps have been an integral part of the colonization and settling of Native land and have led to the continued genocide of Indigenous peoples through the disappearance of Native women. They destroy culture through the disruption of matrilineal structures and the enslavement and disempowerment of women. Man Camps accompany construction in Indian or and other rural lands. Such man camps and construction bring with them an increase in violent crime, particularly among women, exacerbating an existing epidemic of missing Indigenous women. Man Camps are usually rife with illegal drugs, so as to keep the men working longer, and are centers of trafficking, prostitution, and disappearance of women.

Limitations on the Esto’k Gna’s civil rights. In Texas, because LNG terminals are considered “critical infrastructure,” peaceful protests of pipelines and terminals are considered a felony under HB 3557. This raises obvious questions of constitutionality and limits the ability of communities to engage in direct action on the land designated for fossil fuel development.
This is particularly problematic for the Esto’k Gna’s efforts to assert sovereignty of their own land. The laws that protect fossil fuel extraction companies are direct legacies of the laws that gave corporations and industries rights during the era of railroad barons. As a result, once interstate commerce comes into play, individuals become powerless against the government’s efforts to protect industries, particularly Black and Brown communities and rural communities.

Economic Impacts. Although the LNG developers argue that the LNG terminal would bring economic benefits, it will bring nothing short of an economic disaster to the Rio Grande Valley. The Rio Grande Valley, as an unpolluted, intact habitat, is rich in ecosystem services which benefit both the Esto’k Gna and their non-Indigenous neighbors. Shrimping and fishing are the lifeblood of the local economy, and ecotourism also is an important additional source of income.

J. Keil Burnell, a third generation shrimper and owner of a small seafood store, gave testimony on the behalf of the shrimper community. He has been going up and down the shrimping channel in Garcia Pasture his entire life, and the proposed LNG projects are located between the Shrimp Basin and the Channel exit. In order to reach the shrimping basin, the shrimpers will have to pass through three LNG docking areas for tankers. The LNG export tankers will interrupt shrimp boats and ecotourism boats by halting all traffic. The LNG companies will essentially have complete control over the channel, and Burnell, like many of the other speakers, anticipates an increase in border militarization that will accompany the LNG terminals.
The nearby wildlife refuges bring in tourism revenue in the form of boat rides and support to local businesses. The devastation to the environment and interruption in the habitat brought on by the LNG terminals would impact the wildlife population and thus the draws for ecotourism, again eliminating an important source of income.

Burnell, through contacts with other shrimpers throughout the Gulf region, testified that fossil fuel development is always accompanied by devastation in the shrimping industry, and this would certainly be the case for the Rio Grande Valley if the LNG terminals were built. The Rio Grande Valley shrimp basin is one of the cleanest in the Gulf. When Burnell spoke to the installer of the Rio Bravo Pipeline, he said that the pipeline worker was shocked by the health and beauty of the Rio Grande Valley because everywhere else he has installed pipelines has been areas with existing industrial development. All he had seen was death. After the installation of the pipeline, the shrimp basin was able to rebound relatively quickly because of the existing richness of the land. However, LNG terminals would create a much larger and persistent hit to wildlife from which the shrimp population cannot recover. The cooling stations in particular would kill huge numbers of shrimp. Additionally, the shrimp basin is within the blast radius of the LNG terminals, and a leak of the LNG could result in the vaporization of the shrimp area.
Unfulfilled Promises of Economic Benefit. The LNG terminals have received huge tax breaks from the local and Texas Governments, yet are estimated to bring in less than 70 permanent jobs. Meanwhile, the eco-tourism and shrimping industry are critical to the existing community and have built up Port Isabel while receiving little to no assistance from the government. Gulf Shrimpers have also done the most to decrease bycatch and their negative environmental impacts of any fishery. The LNG terminals will essentially replace the shrimping and ecotourism industries, which employ far more people, are integral to the community, and seek to establish balance with the natural environment. The region will be left with an extractive, harmful industry that provides few jobs and contributes little revenue to the local government.

BORDER MILITARIZATION

Continued Colonization of Sovereign Indigenous Territory. Dr. Basaldú describes colonization and the industrialization that follows as the beginning of the “narrative of death.” The US state, in defense of its colonial orders and extractive industries, has continually trampled over the rights of Indigenous peoples to their own sovereignty, culture, and land. Through post 9/11 enhancements of executive power, the Trump Administration is able to waive national environmental laws and laws protecting Native gravesites to expedite the border wall. There have been 25 instances of waiving of dozens of laws at a time, including NEPA and the Native American Graves and Repatriation Act, resulting in the blasting Native American graves. The Border Wall is planned to run through sacred burial sites of the Esto’k Gna, and the Trump administration has again waived important environmental and cultural protections in preparation of building the Rio Grande Valley portion of the wall.

Militarization and Surveillance in Violation of Indigenous Rights. The imposed US-Mexico border is a legacy of the colonization of the homeland of the Esto’k Gna and other nations. Eddie Canales of the South Texas Human Rights Center detailed how migrant deaths, often of people indigenous to Central American and Mexico, are the result of the violent policies of deterrence, militarization, and demagoguery of the United States. In Brooks county, slightly northwest of the Esto’k Gna lands, migrants die in huge numbers on their journey avoiding the checkpoints. Mr. Canales reported that nearly every ranch in Brooks County has overturned at least one body, and that 539 people reported missing to his organizations have not been found. The flow of people, particularly Indigenous people, across the borders is a natural flow, reflecting millenia of exchange throughout the Americas. Entering without inspection is an act of civil disobedience.
Kat Perez Feuerbacher was born in Brownsville and raised in the Lower Rio Grande Valley. Although she has moved away, her whole family still lives in the area. Growing up as a Native of the Lower Rio Grande Valley, she knew that her people were here before Mexico was Mexico, Texas or the United states were around. She knew that she was here for the land. However, she also grew up with a tension between the secret pride of being Native and the public need to assimilate and inherited a continuous fear of acknowledging indigeneity, and thus did not know all of her tribe. Texas did a good job of making autoconous people forget who they are, and the natural order. She remembered the pride of being able to buy bottled water as a status statement. But she also remembered how she used to be able to drink the water of her land. Again, Texas made them forget that not drinking their water is not normal. She remembered hearing of the Carrizo Comecrudo in textbooks, and her father telling her that everything in those textbooks were lies. She remembered seeing the tar start to wash up on the beaches of her new home, hoping that her homeland beach would not be inflicted with the tar. Yet, each time she returns to the land she sees the changes.

Nellie Jo David of the Tono O’odham people whose lands traditionally spanned the imposed US-Mexico speaks of how her people have been split by the border, and how traditional practices requiring migration have been interrupted. The O’odham in Mexico cannot migrate north, and the elders of the O’odham in the United States, born in the traditional ways who do not have birth certificates, cannot migrate south. By forcing members of the O’odham to speak the colonized languages, particularly in the United States through boarding schools, have made it especially difficult for relatives on the other side of the border to maintain connections.

David located on the imposed border of Arizona and the Mexican State of Sonora, grew up in the land of her ancestors, but the town was bulldozed to make space for a copper mine. The mine closed only decades after the town was bulldozed. Under the new regime of industrialization, and robbed of their old homes, David’s family had no means of sustaining themselves in the colonized town. Even seemingly well-meaning governmental acts have displaced her people. The Hia’Ced O’odham are unrecognized because the Saguaro National Monument was established on their land, giving them no access to their territory.
The militarization of the border is a direct result of NAFTA, in which traditional Indigenous agriculture was replaced by agriculture by large, transnational corporations. The militarization was a response to the anticipated large waves of immigration as a result of this shift. By constructing integrated fixed towers from Israeli companies through the O’odham land, instead of the walls on adjacent territory, her reservation was left less militarized. This drove desperate migrants into their desert and to die on O’odham land. The construction of the border wall itself is an act of violence. It has led to environmental destruction, man camps, poaching and illegal destruction of the Sagueros, and pumping of sacred water out of the desert.

**Environmental Impact of Border Wall Construction on Indigenous Territory.** Norma Herrera of the Equal Voice Network further detailed the environmental violence caused by the construction of the border wall. The border wall would, once built, act essentially as a dam, channelling and directling flooding to communities like colonias and limiting access to the Rio Grande. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife administration found that planned border construction could render 30% of the national wildlife refuge inviable. Saliñeño, a bird reserve in another one of the congressionally protected communities, would also be cut in half and left inaccessible to the community that depends on it.

A case study on the border wall construction found that the engagement was not sincere. Congress attempted to protect certain communities by establishing five areas through which the Trump administration could not build a border wall. Consultations with local officials and communities as well as a comment period were required. The administration received over 2,000 comments that included concerns about environmental issues, concerns about impacts to cultural and tribal resources, economic impacts, gate access to property south of the border wall, as well as humanitarian concerns about the immigration policy. In essence, the government had continued with the plans they had before the consultation, and did not respond to any comments. One of the sites for the border wall would make an Esto’k Gna graveyard and burial ground inaccessible. Without the ongoing litigation, the Trump administration would have built the wall as proposed despite a requirement to engage with the community.

The Trump Administration has shown bad faith in enforcing the colonial border through Indigenous burial grounds across the Southwest. The US Congress created a wildlife refuge in one of the five areas protected from the construction of the border wall, but the Trump administration found a privately-owned levee running through the wildlife refuge, and built the wall on that levee, with a 150 foot enforcement zone. This levee will not connect with any other lengths of wall or cover a substantial area, but the destruction of land and development of roads required to bring in the construction equipment will have devastating effects on the protected habitat.
Isidro “Sid” Leal, a member of the Esto’k Gna, lifelong resident of the Lower Rio Grande Valley, a veteran, a member of the Union of Concerned Scientists wants to plan for the next seven generations and the future of his own children. This means breaking away from materialism and working to restore human rights for everyone. It is time for the United States and Texas to formally apologize for the genocide against native peoples. The border wall is part of the genocide, as well as immigration rules and the direct assault on the lands in the form of the LNG terminal. His wish is to restore Esto’k Gna lands and culture.

STATEMENTS BY REGIONAL & NATIONAL ALLIES IN OPPOSITION TO LNG PROJECT AND IN SUPPORT OF THE TRIBES

At the close of the tribunal, representatives of regional and national allied organizations gave statements in reaction to the tribunal and in solidarity with the Esto’k Gna.

Cyrus Reed, Sierra Club
Recognizing Sierra Club’s history of privilege and lack of understanding of Native Americans and problematic founding, Sierra club is now working towards anti-racism. They seek to amplify the voices of Indigenous peoples, as allies. The installation of the LNG terminals will allow for more LNG extraction, invite more pipelines, and exacerbate climate change. Marginalized communities are the least responsible for these harms, yet are the most impacted. Garcia Pasture itself could be inundated by sea level rise. The Local Sierra Club’s efforts to build connections are lead by Bekah Hinojosa and have included Juan Mancias on the board for the Sierra Club Lower Rio Grande Valley Group, and Christopher Basaldú is the organizing director. The Sierra Club is involved in several lawsuits against Rion Grande LNG on behalf of the community of Port Isabel. The Indigenous communities and border areas have always been under threat, but now, with the patriot act, 20 years of bad have become much worse. The Texas Railroad Commission and environmental agencies do not represent people, they only exist to permit fossil fuel projects. Our only option in this fight is to band together.
Grandmother Gloria Arellanes, Tongva Elder, Society of Native Nations
As an Indigenous person of California, Grandmother Gloria came to support the Carrizo Comecrudo tribe. She often works with sacred sites in her ancestral lands in California, close to Los Angeles. There, developers are trying to take all open land, and must be observed constantly because sacred sites have been dug up and bodies have been placed in trash bags. The threat the Carrizo Comecrudo people face is a result of society’s incapacity to look for other sources of energy. There are global connections and impacts on the oceans and air of the extraction economy. Grandmother Gloria and the tribes of California are in solidarity over the pain of the disturbance of the graves of their ancestors. Now requires more than just listening, they need action.

Dave Ortiz, American Indian Movement - Central Texas
Dave Ortiz has known Juan Mancias for a long time through their involvement in the American Indian Movement for many years, and has known his and the Carrizo Comecrudo’s dedication in protecting sacred sites. When the border wall was proposed, Mancias knew more was to come. The extractive industries have no connection with the Rio Grande valley, and thus see destruction as progress. AIM will always stand against the destruction of the earth. This tribunal may be the fulfillment of a prophecy: one day the children of the oppressor will stand by your side.

Matthew Kennedy, Gulf Coast Center for Law & Policy
Gulf Coast Center for Law & Policy is a public interest law firm & justice center with a mission to advance structural shifts towards climate justice & ecological equity in communities of color on the frontlines of climate change. We’re honored to be here as part of our work to advance Gulf South for a Green New Deal. The Gulf Coast Center for Law & Policy stands with the Esto’k Gna people and the Carrizo Comecrudo Tribe of Texas in confronting not only the construction of this border wall and these fracked gas terminals & pipelines in Garcia Pasture – but also the extractive economy that facilitates this kind of disastrous infrastructure, and devalues and destroys Black & Indigenous, poor, migrant, and rural life and land everywhere. We recognize the inherent right of the Esto’k Gna to be right to be free of this extractive economy. We recognize their inherent rights – and the inherent rights of all Indigenous Peoples – to survival; to self-identity; to self-determination; to protect their people, their lifeways, and their non-human relatives; to continue living in sacred relationship with the land.

Gulf South Communities like the Esto’k Gna know from direct experience. One Gulf South for Green New Deal message/slogan is that “We cannot afford this polluting economy”. We cannot afford an economy that is rooted in dispossession, extraction, and erasure. We cannot afford an economy that makes our neighborhoods and sacred sites into sacrifice zones, and privileges profit over people and the land. We cannot afford an economy which results in this crisis of Missing & Murdered Indigenous Womxn & girls.
We cannot afford an economy that builds walls and destroys homes and homelands. And we cannot afford this polluting economy because it is already causing devastating changes to our climate, and our communities are on the frontlines of climate disaster.

Fossil fuel mega-projects like Texas LNG, Annova LNG, and Rio Grande LNG are part of a larger petrochemical buildout in the Gulf South, which is accelerating this global climate crisis at an unacceptable rate. The fracking boom in the Permian Basin of West Texas and New Mexico is leading to a proliferation of pipelines, refineries, export terminals, and other toxic infrastructure on the Gulf Coast. Projected carbon emissions for the United States alone will increase global temperatures catastrophic levels by 2036. The Gulf South is already on the frontlines of worsening hurricanes & heat stress, land loss & sea level rise, flooding & drought. Indigenous & other communities in the Global South – while the least responsible – are also hit hardest, both by climate disasters and by false climate solutions designed to offset our polluting economy in the Global North, which lead to land grabs and threaten food sovereignty. This fight of the Esto’k Gna is significant for the entire U.S. South, the continent, and for the world.

According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, we have less than ten years to make radical shifts in the global economy to stop the most catastrophic impacts of climate change. But our communities knew even before the latest IPCC report that this radical transition was necessary, and that it must be just, equitable, and inclusive. Since 2019, the Gulf Coast Center for Law & Policy has anchored Gulf South for a Green New Deal, a regional initiative to advance a frontline, collective vision for a just and equitable world. Our vision for just transition is one that will lead us to a sovereign, decolonized, sustainable future for the Esto’k Gna and for all Indigenous peoples on the frontlines of extractive industry. The grassroots-developed GSGND policy platform calls for the sovereign rights and treaties of all tribal nations to be acknowledged and honored. In order to move forward from the injustices against the Esto’k Gna and Peoples of the Gulf South, there is a need for acknowledgement, healing, and reparations. And Indigenous and Southern leaders must play a central role in the country’s transition toward a more just and sustainable world.”

Garcia Pasture is sacred land. And as the Esto’k Gna have reminded us, our climate is also sacred. And the fight to protect it is relevant to everyone. The struggle against the climate crisis is a collective struggle. Across issues, regions, and cultures, we have a shared struggle and the duty to come together if we are going to win. We’re moving together in a spirit of solidarity and shared liberation. The Carrizo Comecrudo Tribe is leading by example to protect Indigenous Rights. As the great Mississippi organizer Fannie Lou Hamer says, “Nobody is free until everybody’s free.” We call on all of you to fall in formation and support the leadership of the Carrizo Comecrudo Tribe of Texas to save Garcia Pasture.
**Neta Ryne, Thundering Hooves, Balmoreah, TX**

As a member of the Cherokee Nation and direct descendant of the Trail of Tears, Neta Ryne felt it important to lend her voice and tell her personal story. She planted roots in Solomon Springs, an area of natural beauty in order to be protected from fossil fuel invasion. However, in 2016, Apache Corporation announced it had acquired the mineral rights of the land beneath her, and were now able to do whatever they wanted. They destroyed a beautiful desert oasis with fracking. Solomon Springs now has terrible air quality and man made earthquakes. She had little means to protest the change with the railroad commission as she had to represent herself against Texas Government Lawyers. In the current legal regime, defending land makes you the enemy, while the law protects the destroyers of land. Native peoples need to stand in solidarity, and unleash the power of their dances, prayers, and spirituality, which has led to the shutdown of rigs and extraction in the past.

**Michael Robinson, Center for Biological Diversity**

The Rio Grande valley is such a rich area, that it was the last place in the united states with a stand of jaguars (the last jaguar was killed in 1948). Think of the richness of an ecosystem that would be required to kill such an apex predator. Today, there are critical populations of endangered species. The fragmentation of the two populations of ocelots as a result of the LNG terminals and the border wall could lead to a devastating loss of genetic diversity. The area still has cougars and mountain lions, and connection with the Mexican population is critical for their survival. Additionally, the area is home to rare native plants such as the parqueted twist flower, and the Bushy Whitlow Wort, which can be found only in South Texas. These plants depend on the predator animals to survive, and maintain the balance of the region. This tribunal reminds us what is lost, what remains, and what needs to be done to conserve what can be saved.

**MOVING FORWARD**

**Asserting Sovereignty.** Unfortunately, the legal status of tribal nations in the United States is defined under the current colonial political scheme, not in terms of self identity nor international rights of self determination. Recognizing the current scheme of colonialism, how does the tribe move forward? They may collaborate with anthropologists and other experts to gather their stories to establish their legitimacy. Documents of all history, including the treaties with the Mexican or US governments. A collaborative effort on both sides of the river will help the Esto’k Gna demonstrate their history and rights to their land to the government. Other structural requirements for recognition include membership criteria, political influence of membership, and establishment of sites and territory.
Federal recognition, while a powerful tool is not the only option. The Esto’k Gna had filed a petition letter for recognition in 1988, but did not future erasure the request. In the words of Tribal Chair Juan Mancias, “why do we need the government to recognize us? We know who we are.” Federal recognition is also a long and costly process, which the tribe did not have the resources for. Now, they have filed for land as part of their battle to maintain their identity. The Esto’k Gna have the records they need, especially as the only tribe that fought the Gaddsen purchase. Should they pursue federal recognition at this stage, they meet the requirements. However, recognition was not needed for their lawsuit against the Trump Administration’s border wall, and the DC Circuit court upheld their right to sue as autochthonous people.

**Asserting the Rights of Nature.** Uniting the Esto’k Gna’s struggle to defend their land with the larger struggle against environmental degradation and fossil fuel development is also a powerful option. According to Eric Reed, tribal lawyer, although courts are not likely to care about Native religious rights to land, they will respond to endangered species and NEPA protections to prevent development of Native sacred sites. The organizing to prevent the LNG terminals thus far has involved collaboration with environmental groups, including environmentalist allies abroad. Environmentalists in the home countries of the financing companies of the LNG terminals have targeted these companies. Allies include Friends of the Earth France, environmentalist groups in Ireland, and environmental groups in Australia, where activists played a video of Juan Mancias to the CEO of one of the financing companies. Dave Ortiz of the American Indian Movement spoke of Tribal Chair Juan Mancias’ long term dedication to the Esto’k Gna and their sacred sites. The vision of elevating the Esto’k Gna has been challenged by the border wall and extractive industries. The extractive industries have no connection to the land or its history. They see destruction as progress. He stated that AIM will always stand against the destruction of the earth, and that indigenous wisdoms and prophecies spoke of this day when the children of the oppressor would stand by their sides. Ms. Camp-Horonek pointed out that by protecting the water through NEPA, the water ends up protecting the people. The rights of nature, which has been formalized in Ponca law, create a safe space against extractive industry and man camps in their sovereign territory, which also protects their non-native neighbors from fracking and other toxic industries. **Thus, when indigenous people use their voice to protect the water and environment, they then protect all peoples.**

**International Engagement.** Other sources of rights include Tribal Rights, such as those recognized by the U.S. Government and tribal constitutions as well as rights as US citizens, such as the rights to not be searched at border patrol checkpoints. The United Nations (UN) Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples articulates collective rights for Indigenous peoples, as well as rights to nature and traditional medicines.
The UN Declaration for Rights of Indigenous Peoples has been used in cases in the United States, such as the Gold King mines spill in the Navajo Nation through a resolution inviting the treaty council to help fight and document the issue. International bodies also intervened in the fight for pesticide use in Mexico which caused sickness and developmental issues in indigenous communities, as well as the repatriation of sacred items.

Observer’s Opinion recommendations for the Carrizo Comecrudo Tribe of Texas

The official observers of the Carrizo Comecrudo Human Rights Tribunal were a group of distinguished leaders in the human rights, environmental justice, native rights, and immigration fields. At the conclusion of the tribunal, they presented the following recommendations to the Carrizo Comecrudo tribe:

- Pursue legal counseling and advice on advancing litigation to hold the US government accountable for grave human rights violations and to provide redress to indigenous communities.
- The findings of this tribunal should be presented to various UN entities, such as the Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, as well as broadly disseminated to reach the public in the US and globally.
- A full account of the Observer’s Opinion recommendations can be found at www.gcclp.org.

CONCLUSION

The Esto’k Gna’s rights of self determination includes their right to refuse polluting projects, the right to maintain relationships with the land, and redefine what development and critical infrastructures mean to them. Anayanse Garza at the close of the tribunal stated that the sky, water, and land are the critical infrastructure to protect. The LNG terminals are threats to collective rights, to culture, and to grandmother earth. The Esto’k Gna vow to join together to move forward, to continue their direct action work and protest, as well as to fight back through the legal system and through political demands.
The official findings of this Tribunal will be used to develop litigation against the corporate and government entities that have caused this harm, including threats to public and environmental health posed by extractive drilling practices. Tribal Chair Juan recommends documentation of the human rights abuses at hand and contacting the Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, who is currently based in Arizona, and potentially involving the Esto’k Gna with the UN report on border issues.

**Eddie Garcia.** The ancestors would have gratitude for the work being done today. Mr. Garcia was not afraid to cry after experiencing this day because he would rather be a good Esto’k Gna than a good man. The tribunal surpassed his imagination of what this could be, not just for the Esto’k Gna, but also all other people and non human beings in their territory. The task now is not to despair and to think of nature-based solutions. As children, we know how it feels to see the tankers and know that they are wrong and do not belong. We must continue to listen to those instincts.

**Jessie Mancaz** reminded participants that relatives include everyone, we are all related. During the tribunal, his heart moved from his chest. There was so much power and beauty in the words and the stories. The tribunal is like the momentous events of the past, like the Battle of Little Big Horn. It started as a coalition of warriors, and the tribunal has the same promise. The Esto’k Gna can fight, but need the voices of all brothers, sisters, and like-minded beings to speak as one. We have awoken a sleeping giant, and now is no time to sleep. This is their land and now is time to stand with eagle feathers in their hair.
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Casey Camp-Horinek, Councilwoman and Hereditary Drum keeper of the Women’s Scalp Dance Society of the Ponca Nation of Oklahoma, is a longtime activist, environmentalist, actress, and published author. First taking up the cause of Native and Human Rights in the early 70’s; it has been in the last 15 years that she began her plea for Environmental Justice for her Ponca people and people around the globe. Casey was also instrumental in the drafting, and adoption of the first ever International Indigenous Women’s Treaty protecting the Rights of Nature. Casey travels the globe bringing awareness, speaking multiple times at the United Nations Forum on Indigenous Issues, she is also a board member of WECAN, and Movement Rights.

Dr. Basaldú is Esto’k Gna, a member of the Carrizo Comecrudo Tribe of Texas. He grew up in Brownsville and Corpus Christi, Texas before earning the degree of Bachelor of Arts in the Study of Religion from Harvard University. After teaching in Japan, Dr. Basaldú earned the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Anthropology from the University of Arizona. Dr. Basaldú currently lives in Brownsville after returning to the Rio Grande Valley a few years ago. He currently works with Sierra Club and volunteers with other community members on issues of social justice and environmental justice.

Timothy Stephen Dalbey is an independent archaeological and environmental consultant to various groups pertaining to the destructive projects, including the He has consulted on the $2–4 billion North Texas Tollway Authority (NTTA), City of Dallas, Trinity River Parkway from 1998 to 2018. In the end, the project was abandoned. Timothy has provided consultation to several environmental groups, including the Sierra Club, Dallas Chapter, Texas Conservation Alliance, among others. Tim advocated to save "Big Spring," stopping the destruction of an archaeology site, and instead creating a 15-acre Historic Landmark for the natural spring and archaeology. Timothy has worked for the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers on numerous archaeology excavations and surveys and completed 35 Cultural Resources Management Plans for military installations nationwide.

Bekah Hinojosa is an artist and organizer from the Rio Grande Valley of Texas currently serving as the Sierra Club’s Texas Gulf Coast Campaign Representative. For the last five years, she has been organizing with her community to prevent three fracked gas LNG export terminals and the expansion of the U.S./Mexico border wall that would destroy the environment and harm marginalized people of color and indigenous communities. She is excited about resourcing her borderlands gulf coast community and is inspired by building art with people of all ages.
Juan B. Mancias is the Tribal Chairman of the Carrizo Comecrudo Tribe of Texas. Juan was born and raised in Plainview, Texas. He is the eldest born to a lineage of hereditary chiefs of the Carrizo Comecrudo, and descends from the Tesuque Pueblo and Kickapoo Nations. Juan has worked alongside the Sierra Club, protecting prairie dogs, organized marches against the Dos Republicos Coal mine, and initiated two inter-tribal organizations that are still viable and thriving today. Currently, he is building resistance to the fossil fuel industry and border wall construction, organizing efforts to assist asylum refugee, and reclaiming and protecting his tribe’s ancestral lands. Juan considers himself a protector of the true Texas people’s lifeways. He speaks from what he knows. His work today focuses on decolonizing both tribal people and others.

Vanessa Bolin is an Indigenous artist, activist, street medic and founder of the Eyes Wide Open Project, Richmond Indigenous Society, and River City Medic Collective. She sits on the board for SANTOS which provides bail funds for the undocumented community, as well as the board for the Virginia Network for Democracy and Environmental Rights. She studied Paramedic Medicine at Virginia Commonwealth University. Vanessa served as a medic in Standing Rock, ND, in Charlottesville on August 12, and in Houston after Hurricane Harvey. She established a Mutual Aid Disaster Relief warehouse in Robenson, Co after hurricane Florence, and has taught street medic training across the world. She is deeply passionate about preserving the environment for her grandchildren and the next 7 generations as is her traditional beliefs.

Norma Herrera coordinates a grassroots coalition working to stop border wall construction in the Rio Grande Valley and supports efforts to free people from ICE detention. Her work includes building a base of directly impacted communities to organize against punitive government policies that cause harm and criminalize migration. She supports policy research, campaign strategy, coalition building and leadership development. She has a master’s degree in public policy.

Patricia Rubio is a native of the Rio Grande Valley and a lifelong learner firmly rooted in her Rio Grande Valley heritage. Her experience as an interpretive naturalist and environmental educator helps unite people with nature and foster deep connections with Indigenous flora and fauna of the Rio Grande Valley.

J Keil Burnell is a third generation shrimper and small business owner from Brownsville, TX. J. Keil has been one that always loved the Gulf of Mexico. J Keil’s first trip was an actual shrimper was at the age of eleven. He worked most summers as a deckhand on whichever boat, on his families shrimp boats, that needed a deckhand. After time, he ended up as captain for 12 years in his late 30s to early 40s. Now, having a family of his own, he still works with the family business managing the boats and selling local seafood out of their little store Shrimp Outlet.
Eduardo Canales, born in Corpus Christi, Texas of migrant farm worker parents. Eddie attended the University of Houston, where he began his political organizing career with involvement in MAYO and La Raza Unida Party. He has served the social and economic justice movements in many capacities, including serving on the Congreso de Aztlán representing Texas, the Texas Farmworkers, the Longshoremen, SEIU and Director Centro Aztlán de Servicios Sociales in Houston, Texas, where he was a founder and the Director for ten years. Eduardo was an organizer for SEIU in Colorado, under the banner of Justice for Janitors. In New Mexico, Eastern Washington, Montana, Idaho, Texas and Wyoming, Eddie worked as a lead organizer and Director of Organizing for the United International Brotherhood of Carpenters. Throughout his organizing career, Eduardo has been an advocate for human rights for immigrants, serving as Chairperson on the Board of Directors of the National Network for Immigrant and Refugee Rights. Presently, Eduardo is the Director and Lead Organizer of the South Texas Human Rights Center, advocating for the prevention of migrant deaths in the Texas-Mexico border, and he is an original organizer of the Corpus Christi Immigration Coalition.

Eric Reed has been in Practice in American Indian Law, Tribal Law, International Indigenous Rights, Corporate/Business, and Criminal Trial, Criminal Appellate Law and Environmental Law. He represented the Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe as a tribal attorney and Special Assistant US Attorney/Tribal Prosecutor. Reed was Special Consultant in the investigation of the killing of a sacred white buffalo calf Lightning Medicine Cloud and mother in Hunt Co., Texas, and he was the Independent Legal Consultant on Baby Veronica, Dollar General case, Tribal Sovereignty and No DAPL cases. Reed advises Corporations, NGOs and nonprofits on international indigenous rights and legal issues. He is a lecturer at the University of Texas Dallas on Native Issues, and on the Southern Methodist University Commission on Indigenous Studies. Eric Reed is an enrolled Member of the Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma.

Amy R. Juan is a daughter of the Tohono O’odham (Desert People) Nation of Southwest Arizona. She is a former Miss Tohono O’odham Nation, High School Culture and Language Teacher, Farmer of Traditional Foods and Youth Advocate. She graduated from Tohono O’odham Community College and has helped establish its now one-year-old Borderland Studies Program. She is a founding member of the Tohono O’odham Hemajkam Rights Network, a grassroots collective advocating for O’odham Rights and Freedom of Movement across borders, as well as calling for an end to militarization of border communities and protection of O’odham Lands and tribal members in Mexico, a member of the Indigenous Food Knowledge Network Steering Committee, and Advisor for the I’iolgam Youth Alliance. She is the CEO of Sovereign Remedies, which specializes in trainings for Restorative Justice Practices, Traditional O’odham Food and Medicine Education and Youth Led Organizing and Leadership. Amy currently works for the International Indian Treaty Council, an Indigenous-led organization which works to promote and strengthen Food Sovereignty, Treaty and Standard Setting, Environmental Health and the Defense of Human Rights.
Dr. Russell Skowronek is professor of anthropology and history at the University of Texas Rio Grande Valley where he also holds the Houston Endowment Chair for Civic Engagement. Skowronek is the founding director of the Community Historical Archaeology Project with Schools (CHAPS) Program and serves as the Associate Dean for Faculty Research and Diversity in the College of Liberal Arts at UTRGV. He specializes in the archaeology and ethnohistory of prehistoric and colonial era North America. Over the course of his 47 year career he has been the author and co-author of dozens of articles, book chapters, and reports, and the co-author or editor of ten books on the topics of pirates, the Royal Navy, Spanish colonial California, the Civil War in the Rio Grande Valley, and the Native Peoples of the Rio Grande Valley. Over the course of his career he has worked with the Ohlone People of the San Francisco Bay Area, and the Lipan Apache in South Texas. The CHAPS Program spearheaded the creation of the Rio Grande Valley Civil War Trail. Skowronek and the CHAPS Program Team are currently developing a new initiative titled, Ancient Landscapes of South Texas- at the Nexus of Cultural and Natural History.

Colette Pichon-Battle is the founder and Executive Director of the Gulf Coast Center for Law & Policy. She develops programming focused on Equitable Disaster Recovery, Global Migration, Community Economic Development, Climate Justice and Energy Democracy. She was a lead coordinator for Gulf South Rising 2015- a regional initiative around climate justice and just transition in the South. In addition to developing advocacy initiatives that intersect with race, systems of power and ecology, Colette manages GCCLP’s legal services in immigration and disaster law. In 2019, Colette was named an Obama Fellow for her work with Black and Native communities on the frontline of climate change. Under Colette’s leadership, the Gulf Coast Center for Law & Policy co-chairs the national Water Equity and Climate Resilient Caucus with PolicyLink and anchors the five-state, multi issue initiative - Gulf South for a Green New Deal.

Nellie Jo David, Tohono O’odham, Hia’Ced O’odham. Nellie works to strengthen indigenous rights and autonomy on the imposed U.S./Mexico borderlands intersecting the Tohono O’odham Nation. Nellie is co-founder of the O’odham Anti Border Collective, a grassroots group dedicated to maintaining connections despite colonial barriers. She is from Ajo, Arizona, traditionally Hia-Ced O’odham territory, just West of the Tohono O’odham reservation, North of Mexico. Nellie was inspired to raise awareness on border issues upon witnessing the increased militarization of her community. Nellie obtained her J.D. with a certificate in indigenous law and policy from Michigan State University in 2014. She is currently working on her SJD at the University of Arizona IPLP Program.

Christa Mancias is the leader of both the Women’s Council and the Youth Council of the Carrizo Comecrudo Tribe of Texas. Christa serves as the Tribal Secretary of the Carrizo Comecrudo Tribe of Texas. It is also her birthright to become the future Tribal Chair, returning the Tribe to its original matriarchal leadership for the first time in many decades.
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ADDENDUM A

Rights to Survival Protected Rights of People Resolution

Purpose. The purpose of this resolution is to secure and enforce basic rights for all people within the jurisdiction of the Garcia Pasture, including the right to function in an environment free of contamination and/or pollutants in their air, water and soil, rest and shelter oneself from the elements in a non-obstructive manner in public spaces, and to have a right and expectation of privacy and safety of or in one person’s personal property.

Basic Rights.
- The right and expectation to breathe clean air free of life threatening contaminates.
- The right and expectation to enjoy soil free of life threatening contaminates.
- The right and expectation to swim, bathe, and consume water free of life threatening contaminates.
- The right and expectation to utilize public spaces free of life threatening debris and foreign contaminates.
- The right and expectation to hunt, fish and gather free from life threatening contaminates that caused defective or mutated wildlife species.
- The right and expectation to protect Native Original People of Texas’ sacred lands to prevent contamination, disruption, and removal of historical artifacts.
- The right and expectation of safety and privacy of or in one’s person and belongings while occupying public spaces free of life threatening contaminates.
- The right and expectation of safety and privacy of or in one’s person and belongings while occupying private property free of life threatening contaminates.
- The right to have the Garcia Pasture enforce and defend this law on the basis that a constitutional right of initiative, which is an expression of local community self-government, exists.

Definitions.
- “Public” space means any outdoor property that is owned or leased, in whole or in part, by the Garcia Pasture and is accessible to the public, or any city property upon which there is an easement for public use.
- “Pollutants” means a substance or energy introduced into the environment that has undesired effects, or adversely affects the usefulness of a resource. Pollutants can be but not limited to include elements, molecules and particles involved in pollution. Pollutants can be introduced into the environment both by humans and naturally.
• “Contamination” means the presence of a constituent, impurity, or some other undesirable element that spoils, corrupts, infects, makes unfit, or makes inferior material, physical body, natural environment, workplace and/or home space.
• “Non-Obstructive Manner” means not causing or characterized by obstruction of the body such as breathing, consuming and absorbing foreign substances that prevent normal healthy bodily functions.
• “Privacy” means the ability of an individual or group to seclude themselves, or express themselves selectively.
• “Safety” means the state of being free and protected from harm or other non-desirable outcomes within the environment they function.
• “Hunting” means the activity of hunting wild animals or game, especially for food or sport.
• “Fishing” means the activity of catching fish, either for food or as a sport.
• “Gathering” means bring together and take in from scattered places or sources.
• “Sacred Lands” means something connected with religion or used in religious ceremonies is described as sacred. You can describe something as sacred when it is regarded as too important to be changed or interfered with.
ADDENDUM B

Texas Waterways Bill of Rights

Rights to Nature. Texas Waterways are an ecosystem of millions of people and 159 rare, threatened, protected and endangered species in Cameron County depend on health, for drinking water and for survival. Texas citizens declare that this ecosystem, which has been damaged for more than a century under countless assaults and ruin due to industrialization. Texas Waterways are in imminent danger, many of which are experiencing irreversible devastation due to continued abuse by people and corporations enabled by reckless government policies, permitting and licensing of activities that create harm, and lack of protective intervention. Often industries are responsible for catastrophic failures without proper follow through leaving the communities with the burden of cleanup. Even more, industry failed to receive consequential reparation in comparison to severe devastation they have caused to the ecosystem, again leaving the communities with the burden. This continued abuse consisting of direct dumping of industrial wastes, desalination, dredging, draining, combined with the effects of global climate change, constitute an immediate emergency.

We the people of the XXX find that this emergency requires a shift in public governance from policies that urge voluntary action, or that merely regulate the amount of harm allowed by law over a given period of time, to adopting laws which prohibit activities that violate fundamental rights which, to date, have gone unprotected by government and suffered the indifference of state-chartered for-profit corporations. The Waterways Bill of Rights was developed to recognize and represent the relationship between people and the waterways. The Waterways Bill of Rights creates a foundation and expectations for waterway protection and legal recourse to industries and people who violate these basic human needs for survival.

Texas waterways provides its communities and wildlife with a wide variety of economic, environmental, nutritional, and recreational resources. The waterways are life giving entities that connect people and nature to serve as the basis for a healthy ecosystem in the communities. The waterways also provide an extensive cultural significance to Texas Original People’s lifeways. Communities need protection to continue surviving, living, and caring for the waterways’ natural ecosystems since the beginning of creation.

Coexist in harmony. Waterways are essential to sustain all creatures and plant life on Mother Earth. They are often the first indicator of an unhealthy ecosystem and vital in maintaining healthy communities. The condition and quality of our waterways are a direct reflection of the respect and appreciation granted to them by the community.
Texas waterways must be cared for, valued, and protected as an invaluable member of communities. Texas Waterways possess the right to exist, flourish, and naturally evolve. Texas Waterways shall include all natural water features, communities of organisms, soil as well as terrestrial and aquatic sub ecosystems that are part of its natural ecosystem. Flow free. Texas Waterways under natural law should flow free. The waterways should be uninterrupted and uncontaminated allowing for natural migration of fish, mammals, other aquatic species, flora and fauna. All Texas Waterways require space to expand and recede to promote a healthy ecosystem.

**Flow at a natural pace.** The natural bend, curve and shift of all Texas Waterways, combined with wetlands and plant life should be preserved as part of the natural order that’s imperative for a healthy ecosystem.

**Flow clean.** Texas Waterways should flow free of excessive chemicals, pollution and trash. The waterways should not be routinely used as dumping grounds for chemicals and foreign bodies produced by human and/or industry waste.

**Representation.** Texas Waterways are not able to self represent. The waterways for decades have been expressing signs of sickness. Texas Waterways Advocates must be appointed to be the waterways voice in recognizing and addressing any threats to the waterways quality and safety.

**Access.** Texas Waterways are a vital natural resource and should be accessible to all creatures for responsible use.
Carrizo Comecrudo Tribunal for Human Rights
Friday, May 22nd - Saturday, May 23rd, 2020

DAY ONE AGENDA

9:00 am  Opening & Grounding
       Tribal Members at Somi Se'k

9:30 am  Asserting Inherent Rights
       Juan Mancias, Tribal Chair of Carrizo Comecrudo; Christa Mancias, Tribal Secretary of Carrizo Comecrudo; and
       Casey Camp-Horinek, Ponca Nation, Missing & Murdered Indigenous Women

10:00 am  Panel One: Establishing the Record of Facts
         Christopher Basaldú, PhD, Tribal Member; Tim Dolbey, Archeologist; Eric Reed, Tribal Law Attorney
         Bekah Hinojosa, Environmental Organizer; Robert Rowley, Biologist; Vanessa Bolin, Organizer
         and Linda Black Elk, Ethnobotanist

12:00 pm  Women's Dance
       Carrizo Comecrudo Tribal Women's Circle

12:30 pm  Panel Two: Confluence of Threats: Petrochemical and US Border
       Wall Buildout on Sacred Indigenous Territory
       Casey Camp-Horinek, Ponca Nation, Missing & Murdered Indigenous Women; Nellie Jo David, O'odham Anti-
       Border Collective; Eddie Canales, South Texas Human Rights Center; Norma Herrera, Equal Voice Network
       and Amy R. Juan, International Indian Treaty Council

1:45 pm  Tribal Song and Closing Statements
       Juan Mancias, Tribal Chair of Carrizo Comecrudo Tribe of Texas

DAY TWO AGENDA

10:00 am  Opening & Grounding: Connecting the issues to the land of Somi Se’k and the Esto’k Gna
       Juan Mancias, Tribal Chair of the Carrizo Comecrudo Tribe of Texas

10:20 am  Reading of the Tribunal Opinion

10:35 am  Open Forum: Perspectives from Brownsville community members regarding opposition to LNG

11:45 am  Open Forum: Statements of Regional and National Allies in opposition to LNG and support of tribe

12:15 pm  Open Forum: Perspectives from Carrizo Comecrudo Tribe of Texas Members

1:15 pm  Connecting the dots & next steps

Gulf South for a Green New Deal is a five-state formation anchored by the Gulf Coast Center for Law & Policy and connects
community organizing, frontline advocacy and policy development towards the creation of a Green New Deal that prioritizes
the Gulf South and advances long-existing work towards climate, racial, and economic justice.